"If it’s predictable, it’s preventable" — Gordon Graham

Sub-Apparatus Vehicle refers to vehicles which are smaller than typical fire fighting apparatus, e.g., Command/Chief cars, EMS SUVs, pickups and personally owned vehicles.

The fire service does a great job training personnel to drive fire fighting apparatus. When it comes to smaller vehicles (faster and less visible), very little advanced training exists — until now.

This one-day course uses proven emergency response driving techniques applied to fire service driving. Most of the day is spent actually in the cars on our driving range, learning muscle-memory reaction to negative driving events. We don’t teach fast driving, we teach safe driving.

This program addresses all or parts of:
- MIOSHA Part 74
- EMS CEs (applied for)
- NFPA 1451
- Michigan PA 300
- ISO
- IAFC/VCOS
- Life Safety Initiative #11
- Everyone Goes Home

Snow, ice, rain, gravel, and bad drivers all pose threats to our safe response.

Learn to predict, prevent, react and recover from these threats.

LET’S SPEND OUR TIME AND MONEY ON PREVENTION, NOT LITIGATION!

TO REGISTER CALL 734.462.4305
Schoolcraft College Public Safety Training Center
31777 Industrial Road • Livonia, MI 48150

Schoolcraft College meets or exceeds Municipal Insurance Requirements